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SHARED VISION





1. What are our Core Values?



“What we found was what really 

separated them is not that they had 

smarter strategies, although they often 

did; or that they were more financially 

savvy, although they often were.  It was 

because they were founded first and 

foremost and built always on a set of 

rock solid core values that were not 

open for negotiation.  And if you look at 

what gave them the reason to struggle, 

the reason to fight, the reason to 

endure… it wasn’t strategic… it was 

values.  The great irony is that people 

think that values are soft.  I never 

understood that idea.”

Jim Collins

Drucker Day Keynote



Core Values: What GREAT looks like…

Learning
• Attend Personal Development Group (PDG).

• On track in our new Core Growth Plan.

• Attends seminar, conferences, webinars, listens to podcasts.



Core Values: What GREAT looks like…

Servant Leadership
• They hold another coworker accountable when they see performance 

that is less that excellent. 

• Obsessively commits to the Service Excellence plan.

• You jump at the opportunity to train with a new trainer and provide 
valuable feedback.



Core Values: What GREAT looks like…

Creating Our Own Future
• They receive a strike and use it as an opportunity to grow and 

improve.  They don’t avoid mistakes, bumps, and bruises, they learn 
from them. And willingly accepts responsibility for mistakes… 
Always “owns” his/her behavior and character.

• On track for Core Growth Plan.

• Adds issues to the Issues list.  



Core Values: What GREAT looks like…

Science-Based
• Trains with supervision at DS.

• Actively involved in PL discussions and applies to their work.

• Programming reflects an evidence based approach.  



Institutionalize Core Values and Build the Culture

1. Hire: The Core Value Speech

2. Review: The Quarterly Review Process

3. State of the Company Meeting: Read the Core Value 
Speech; tell stories; recognize staff who have embodied.



2. Why do we exist?
What is our purpose, cause, or passion?



Core Purpose

LEADING THE MOVEMENT IN EVIDENCE-

BASED EXERCISE



3. What is our Strategic Niche?



STRATEGIC NICHE





Personalized, Strength Training
Strategic Niche





And here is the prime condition of success, the great secret – concentrate 
your energy, thought and capital exclusively upon the business in which 

you are engaged. Having begun on one line, resolve to fight it out on that 
line, to lead in it, adopt every improvement, have the best machinery, and 

know the most about it. The concerns which fail are those which have 
scattered their capital, which means that they have scattered their brains 
also. They have investments in this, or that, or the other, here, there and 
everywhere. “Don’t put all your eggs in one basket.” is all wrong. I tell you 
“put all your eggs in one basket, and then watch that basket.” Look round 
you and take notice; men who do that do not often fail. It is easy to watch 
and carry the one basket. It is trying to carry too many baskets that breaks 

most eggs in this country.  
Andrew Carnegie 1885



“We are the most focused company that 
I know of or have read of or have any 

knowledge of. We say no to great ideas 
in order to keep the amount of things 
we focus on very small in number so 

that we can put enormous energy 
behind the ones we do choose. The 

table each of you is sitting at today, you 
could probably put every product on it 
that Apple makes, yet Apple’s revenue 

last year was 40 billion.”
Tim Cook



“It’s really not fair... Between our domestic and 
international operations we make over forty 

different phones.  They only make one.”
Apple’s competitor heading up the team to create a new interface to compete 

with the iPhone.



“I never make an investment 
unless the business is a star 
business or has the potential 
to be a star business.  BCG 

(Boston Consulting Group) and 
my definition is a market 

leader in a niche; a defensible 
niche where you can protect it 
against other competitors and 

a high market growth rate.  
BCG says 10%, I am at 30%.”

British Investor, Richard Koch



The strength of the brand is inversely 
proportional to the scope of the brand.

Al Ries and Jack Trout



“The essence of strategy is choosing what not to do.”
Michael Porter



“The need for trade-offs is a huge barrier.  Most 
managers hate to make trade-offs, they hate to 
accept limits.  They’d almost always rather try to 
serve more customers, offer more features.  They 

can’t resist believing that this will lead to more 
growth and more profit.”

Michael Porter



4. What is our BHAG?







5. What is our 3-Year Picture?



3-Year Picture
Future Date:

Revenue: What is the annual revenue going to be 3 years 
from now?

Profit: Pick the margin.

Measurables: This will provide scope and size. Number of 
stores, number of widgets, number of staff, product mix.



6. What is our 1-Year Plan?



Root Cause of Weak Execution:

Clarity of the Objective: People simply didn’t 
understand the goal they were supposed to execute.  

• Only 1 employee in 7 could name even 1 of their organization’s most important 
goals.

• 85% named what they thought was the goal, but it often didn’t remotely 
resemble what their leaders had said.  

• The further from the top of the organization, the lower the clarity.

• 81% of employees said they were not held accountable for regular progress on 
the organization’s goals.  



1-Year Plan
Future Date:

Revenue:

Profit:

Goals (3-7):



7. What makes us different?
(The foundation of strategy) 





On paper, how are we different from the 
competitors in our category?



DIFFERENT: 3 Uniques

Evidence-based | Efficient | Expert, Educated Trainers



Preserve what is distinctive.
The essence of strategy.  



VISION COMPONENT

1. What are our Core Values?

2. Why do we exist?

3. What is our Strategic Niche?

4. What is our BHAG?

5. What is our 3-Year Picture?

6. What is our 1-Year Plan?

7. What makes us different?





Thank you.
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